INTRODUCTION
Ireland has six medical schools; that of The Queen's University of Belfast is the only one in Northern Ireland and the historic province of Ulster. Yearly graduations (140) place it equal largest in Ireland (with University College, Dublin) and sixth largest in the United Kingdom. Like its counterparts in England, the Belfast school originated in the favourable circumstances of the eighteen-twenties and thirties," but whereas they developed as independent schools in relation to hospitals (except the Liverpool school which had an early connexion with The Liverpool Royal Institution2), the Belfast school was part of a self-governing multidisciplinary "Academical Institution" controlled by private proprietors, incorporated under act of parliament, and independent of hospital (unlike England) or town council or corporate medical body (unlike Scotland). It therefore fits neither English nor Scottish pattern; indeed in its search for machinery for dual control (with hospitals) of a comprehensive syllabus it encountered many of the problems which later were to face the British schools. In 1849, having in fourteen years awarded its "general medical certificate" to some 600 students, the school was absorbed into the newly founded Queen's College, Belfast, which reached university status in 1908: the original "Academical Institution" still stands in the centre of Belfast as a grammar school. for 1100 day boys. This article describes this first Belfast medical school and its unique associated enterprise, viz., the attempted development of a 100-bed teaching hospital which it wholly owned and administered. Of the fifteen English provincial schools founded before 1840 and which gave comprehensive teaching on the 1815 curriculum of the Court of Examiners of the Society of Apothecaries,'-"4 only three -those in Belfast, Nottingham, and the Hull and East Riding school -have not previously been described. Unlike the other two"-' the Belfast school is well documented. The extensive archives of the (Royal) Belfast Academical Institution, for years largely inaccessible, have recently been deposited and catalogued in the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland, and the author has been able to consult them in comprehensive form for the first time.
dissenting sect) in the Irish republican movement. In "tertiary" education these had contrary influences: the former sharpened demands for a secular college free from religious test; the latter ensured government suspicion of such a college as a seedbed of informed dissent and, as we shall see, delayed the foundation of the medical school by some twenty years.
Ireland provided no alternative to the Scottish universities for the training of presbyterian clergy and few for the training of Peter Froggatt "the application of Science to the common purposes of Life";ss Maynooth College was mainly a theological seminary and was exclusive to "professing Roman Catholics".24 Presbyterians, therefore, planned an "academical institution" in Belfast: this would be non-denominational following their belief that all secular education should be taken in common. The result was the Belfast Academical Institution (called below by its colloquial name of "Inst", or "the college"). Conceived at a meeting of members of "the mercantile class" on 6 June 1806, detailed regulations were approved at a meeting of subscribers on 4 February 1808 by which time over £14,000 (some £10,000 in the first fortnight) had been collected.25 Four acres of grassland near the town centre were leased from the Marquess of Donegall at twenty guineas annual rent, and in April 1808 the English architect John Soane26 agreed to make drawings without fee.2" He made two at once (May), four more in December, and two more in February 1809.28 All were beyond Inst's resources and ultimately more modest plans were agreed and building started in July 1810 on that part "forming the rere of the front square ... according to his [revised, i.e., three-storey] elevation". 29 Inst was incorporated by statute in 1810. The court of proprietors (subscribers of more than twenty guineas) was the governing body; the joint boards of managers and visitors (termed below "the joint boards") -the board of managers drawn from the subscribers and the board of visitors drawn from subscribers and citizens -were the de facto authorities. ' 29 There are forty-two drawings relating to Inst in the Soane Museum (38/N/43/LXXII.5): "Plan No. 4", of December 1808, was the one finally approved subject to certain simplifications and revision of the centre block from two to three storeys (JB, I, 84 (11 April 1809)). These were made in July The first medical school in Belfast, 1835-1849 in such a great and prosperous community, of sending their children to seek in other countries, with much risk to their health and morals, for that instruction ... which might be equally well attained at home with evident advantage to the public interest as well as to that of individuals".31 There was to be "a complete course of education" through two tiers: the "primary department", which opened on 1 February 1814, would be a school for boys mainly from age eight to twelve years; the "college department", which opened on 1 November 1815, would be a university of the Scottish type in embryo. College professors were to teach for the three-year "general certificate" (recognized by the presbyterian synods in Ulster as equivalent to the M.A. degree of a Scottish university), or give "popular lectures upon those subjects which are most conducive to the improvement of the Agriculture, Arts, and Manufactures of this country". The chairs were endowed (up to £150 p.a. each) from a government grant of £1,500 p.a. but only on a yearly basis -a sanction to ensure good behaviour! Eighty students and 250 "scholars" (schoolboys) enrolled for the first classes.82
The founders intended that Inst should provide medical education. On 6 October 1818 Drummond offered to start lectures in anatomy without stipend other than the class fees." The joint boards accepted. Drummond then withdrew his offer8 and Inst established (from 1 November 1819) a chair in "anatomy and medical physiology" endowed with £50 p.a., and appointed Drummond on 15 December.89 He started classes in February 1819 teaching "a very wide field of natural history and a good deal of natural theology; there is scarcely a fact in Paley's Natural theology that is not explained and illustrated . . . [also] a little human dissection" to students preparing for the ministry "for which I think [the classes] must be of great importance" but also "to a number of medical men, apothecaries, apprentices and others".40 The lecture room was shared with four others; anatomical preparations were made in the porter's lodge and displayed in a small communal museum." In 1822 he also started classes in botany,'2 and the professor of natural philosophy gave a course in the "elements of chemical science"43 as a nucleus of a pre-clinical syllabus.
There was little more the college could do. This was frustrating: the new 100-bed Belfast Fever Hospital was recently opened;35 since 1821 pupils were "walking the wards;" there was universal enthusiasm for a joint medical school.44 All was poised Hospital and the main teaching hospital of Queen's University, moved to its present premises on Grosvenor Road.
Il Drummond (1783 Drummond ( -1853 
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The first medical school in Belfast, 1835-1849 for action which didn't come. There were problems unshared by the provincial schools in England. There the teachers organized a "school" and an appropriate syllabus; drew their remuneration from class fees; and for the most part taught on their own hospital patients. Inst, however, was an incorporated "academical institution" with charter and bye-laws and required open eligibility to its (tenured) professorships which it would not create unless the endowments were assured; while their appointees could not have access to the fever hospital ex officio but only if they were hospital staff members. All Inst could do was economise, solicit private funds, and petition government for a renewal of its grant on acceptable terms. They had some success in fund-raising and economy' but none in grant renewal.46 Founding the medical school was not possible until the restored government grant was assured; this was not until 1826. in Edinburgh Infirmary where he had trainedY`°T his initiative was critically timed: the fever hospital staff found student apprentices "very useful to the surgeons as dressers" and wished to co-operate in the "foundation of a School of Physic" ;51 Inst was confident that the special commissioners would recommend restoration of the government grant, as indeed they did three months later. All the reasons for a provincial school were present, more so in fact than previously: convenience; local pride and enthusiasm; growth in regional population and wealth; enhanced professional status; less restrictive requirements of the London licensing bodies. Drummond was catching a national tide washing much of Britain.
The joint boards were enthusiastic: "Members would use every action in their power to carry [these] views into effect".52 Their ambitions could be realized after all. Not so the hospital staff: they agreed that "clinical lectures in the hospital ... might be undertaken by one or more of the Medical Attendants, in their respective departments", but certainly not by Inst appointees ex officio; and they would have none of the rest.53 Drummond's proposals in fact struck at the heart of "college" and "hospital" relations: since they were an issue in Belfast earlier than in the English provincial schools they are worth examining in detail.
The hospital staff's objections" were threefold: first, being accountable to the (voluntary) hospital committee "it is doubtful how far the Hospital could be benefited by a connection with ... any Public Body other than the Grand Jury of the County by whose presentments they derive a considerable portion of their annual income" -a reference to the funding of hospital facilities for "fever" cases;6B second, "the establishment of The series was extended the following year" as part of a general plan of development -"any attempt at the education of youth at an Hospital pre-supposes and ensures a more minute record of each individual case, a more perfect regularity of attendance, and more frequent visits by the Physicians and Surgeons .... Some new arrangements are proposed with respect to the Dispensary Districts ... which ... may prove useful to the purposes of instruction .. . .';61 and this was seen by all to evidence keenness and good faith. All was enthusiasm and bustle.
At Inst there was enthusiasm but no bustle: in debt for £1,000, with renewal of the government grant postponed, and with a public appeal for funds just launched, no moves were possible;62 only after the grant was paid near the close of the1828-29 session (in March 1829) could the medical school be reconsidered.63 The following term the faculty (ofarts) then advised immediate negotiations with the fever hospital: ajoint course was urgent (300 Ulster students studied medicine and surgery elsewhere) and seemed assured of recognition by the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh under its new regulations of July.65 The immediate outcome of the discussions was encouraging. The mood of both parties was amicable; the hospital staff agreed "to concur with the Boards of the Institution in any measure necessary for carrying it [the joint medical school] into effect"-the hospital committee adding only that the agreement should be "consistent with the welfare and the interests of the Hospital" -and Inst agreed to raise money for accommodation.66 Great problems still lay ahead but enthusiasm and common purpose, and the guiding hand of Drummond, seemed guarantors of success.
Peter Froggatt Negotiations, 1830-31
As in 1826-27 the hospital committee looked to Inst for action. Again they looked in vain. Buildings required money; staff required salaries: neither was forthcoming despite fresh appeals.67 The hospital staff now lost patience and decided to force Inst's hand, and they had the support of Drummond who had lost patience also. In October 1830 Drummond and eight of the staff of the hospital or dispensary formed themselves into a soi-disant "Faculty of the Belfast School of Medicine and Surgery" whose aim was "to form a medical school in Belfast . . . it was their wish to connect it with the Belfast Academical Institution, and they had arranged the parts [professorships] that each individual was to take to carry their purpose into effect". Lectures would commence next session (November 1831) "whether the Institution shall approve or not though they would prefer doing it with the approbation of the Institution and in connection with it". If necessary, accommodation outside Inst would be found. Seven of the nine "faculty" members were assigned to eight "chairs" in those subjects considered to be essential (anatomy and physiology, and medical botany-Drummond; chemistry-Henry MacCormac; materia medica and pharmacy-Daniel Murray; practice of medicine-James McDonnell; theory of medicine-Robert Little; midwifery and diseases of women and children-William McGee; principles and practice of surgery-Robert McKibben); Dr. S. S. Thomson was to be "president" (dean); John Wales, attending surgeon at the dispensary, was to be demonstrator in anatomy; and the chair of medical jurisprudence was left unfilled. Vacancies could be filled by Inst but only after reference to this "faculty".68 In short: the soi-disant "faculty" would designate the professorships to be held at Inst; nominate incumbents and recommend successors; arrange and supervise the curriculum and timetable; and select (temporary) premises. Inst could co-operate if they wished; if not, then only collaboration, not a joint school, was possible. The "faculty" seemingly hoped to emulate the Scottish professional bodies (the Colleges of Physicians and of Surgeons of Edinburgh; the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow)-which had successfully persuaded their respective universities to reinvigorate their faculties of medicine69-and even surpass them through gaining patronage of the professorships denied to their Scottish colleagues.
The joint boards, surprised at this turn of events, asked the "faculty" for clarification of its "views, intentions and constitution".70 In their reply the very next day the "faculty" were more conciliatory: clinical teaching would be "agreeably to University regulations"; examinations would be controlled by Inst; the desire for "permanent union" was strong "if it could be accomplished without compromise of principle on either side"; and a joint steering committee should be established. The patronage of 
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The first medical school in Belfast, 1835-1849 the clinical professorships, however, must remain with the hospital staff;71 to import potential medical competitors would be "an act of unkindness if not injustice".72 The joint boards agreed to negotiate except on their right to make appointments: "all elections to any professorships must emanate from themselves".73 The next three months saw involved negotiations including canvassing of the Belfast medical fraternity. Ultimately Inst agreed to establish eight permanently tenured professorships and "a system of clinical lecturers"; commence classes on 1 November 1831 to a mutually agreed curriculum; and raise funds for medical buildings. They refused, however, to concede restricted eligibility to, still less patronage of, the professorships, the main point of controversy. The "faculty" fought this to the constitutional limit by obtaining a special meeting of the governing body of Inst, but without success: compromise on this principle would have compromised Inst itself.74
By acting as a ginger group and bargaining body independent of the fever hospital, the "faculty" had obtained in this field as much as had the professional corporations in Edinburgh and Glasgow and it now dissolved itself, as Inst demanded, clearing the way for true partnership with the principles of hospital and college more or less intact. It was now for Inst to seal its bargain, which it did in three ways: it turned to government and the public for building capital; it drew up a "plan" (constitution, curriculum, and regulations) for a comprehensive medical school; and it filled what professorships it could afford pending government endowment of medical chairs. Five long years, however, were to pass before the Inst medical faculty came into being.
Buildings
Inst started general fund-raising at once.75 Conditions could hardly have been worse: the cholera epidemic; the general needs of the growing college as a prior charge on funds; government refusal of immediate help. After a year only £405 had been collected and that for the new north wing for non-medical classes; "medical" premises were to be separate. behind (west of) the main complex was leased for the medical buildings and various plans considered,80 but the (main) north wing project was still the priority and this was delayed due to problems in piling the soft sub-soil.81 After further discussions82 plans for a single-storied, three-room building (lecture theatre, dissecting room, museum, and associated privy) were agreed on 25 November 1834, a tender accepted at £500, and a project sub-committee formed, and the fabric and essential fittings were completed by 16 September 1835 in good time for the first teaching session on 9 November.83 The building and adjoining "botanic garden" were enclosed by brick walls; water, gas, and wire-mesh protection and miscellaneous fixtures were installed; the inner yard was paved; and a stove, display cases, and other fittings were in place all before December 1836.84 This building and enclosing walls still stand ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). It was in use from 9 November 1835 until May 1863-the last fourteen years by medical students of Queen's College, Belfast, for dissecting rooms; and with additions until 1953 as science classrooms for Inst schoolboys. It is now a school workshop and store. The complete project from the first meeting of the subscription committee (April 1831) to the installation of heating (December 1836) took over five and a half years.
Constitutions, Curriculum and Regulations
The second "assurance" given by Inst was to prepare a constitution, curriculum, and regulations for a medical school-the so-called "Plan"-before November 1831. As a first step they advertised a temporary chair in chemistry "for a physician" to receive only the fees of students; but then deferred election until the final "Plan" was agreed.85 Drawing up this "Plan" now became the highest priority.
On 4 October 1831 a seven-man committee of the joint boards was appointed to "expeditiously ... draw up a constitution for the proposed Medical School". Within 248 two months this draft "Plan" had been sent "to the most eminent Medical Men in the United Kingdom [for] their opinions on the subject".86 It ran to ten octavo pages with fifty-five numbered paragraphs grouped into eight sections87 which dealt respectively with: designation and teaching duties of the proposed (twelve) professorships on five-year tenure (this became only a nominal requirement, contract renewals were assured); their election, conditions of service, and emoluments; the constitution of the proposed faculty of medicine; the four-year curriculum; regulations governing pupils; examinations; the proposed "Belfast Medical School"88-something between a professional corporate body and a university "convocation" intended to involve non-college appointees in examining and supervision similar to that of Scottish medical corporations; and "miscellaneous provisions". The chair of surgery was to be advertised in 1832 and the others "at proper periods" throughout 1833. Clinical lecturers would be selected on the advice of the new faculty of medicine-a minor sop to the profession; appointment to chairs would remain firmly with the joint boards. A fouryear "general medical certificate" would be established with a syllabus conforming to the requirements of the main licensing bodies and to include hospital attendance. Staff emoluments were to be the student course fees in the first instance-one guinea (medical jurisprudence; comparative anatomy and natural history) to three guineas (anatomy and physiology; surgery; practice of physic) per six-month session. The course was to start in November 1832 (Fig. 3) .
The comments from "the most eminent Medical Men" were neither numerous nor helpful.89 This was of little concern. The joint boards would give no priority to the medical building and no firm date for opening the medical school could be fixed. Drummond was distraught: increasing numbers of students were seeking their education elsewhere; the goodwill ofthe hospital staffwas being severely tested. He persuaded the joint boards to maintain the impetus and an ad hoc series of lectures in medicine, botany, surgery, and materia medica and pharmacy'* were added to those in chemistry85 and the regular series in anatomy and physiology. Records 
Paragraph 15 of the 1835 "Plan"10'0-"As soon as three Medical Professors are elected they shall constitute a separate [college] Faculty"-was now fulfilled. The new faculty of medicine was constituted with the five professors as members and held the first of its bi-monthly meetings on 8 October 1835. Office-bearers on yearly election were: Drummond-"president" (dean); Marshall-honorary secretary; and Little-honorary treasurer. Classes in anatomy and midwifery would start on 9 November and the others on 1 May 1836 because the "laboratory and other rooms ...
were not yet completed".'" The first medical school in Belfast had begun (Fig. 4) .
PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS, [1835] [1836] [1837] [1838] Daunting problems faced the new faculty: there was neither private endowment nor public money for salaries; the buildings were only partially complete; the "general medical certificate" was not yet approved by any licensing body; there was no library, adequate botanical garden or proper museum; there was no agreement with the fever hospital on machinery of joint control. Despite these the minute book exudes confidence. Attendance at meetings was good, and twenty-six "surgeons, physicians and apothecaries" in Belfast-half the total05--signed a goodwill letter.106 There were early staff changes and forced amalgamation of chairs: these and arguments on the logistics and content of the syllabus occupied much of the early business of the faculty. 74 The archives reveal much ofpersonalities and events, mainly oflocal interest. I will deal here only with those issues which have wider relevance in the development of provincial medical education: particularly, the curriculum, staff, students, accoma medical departmnnt in the Royal Belfast Academical Institution, adopted by the joint boards, Belfast, Joseph Smyth, 4 August 1835). 
College accommodation andfacilities
The completion by December 1836 of the separate medical building and botanical garden has been described (pp. 247-248). The school also required a library, museum, laboratory equipment, and a supply of cadavers.
The medical building had a small heated room as a museum. Drummond when the specimens were kept "in a closet in the house of the then headmaster of the English school" which was "rotted away" (Anon, Thoughts on the study of natural history, and on the importance of attaching museums of the production of nature to national seminaries of education: address to the proprietors of the Belfast Institution, Belfast, Finlay, 1820, pp. 37-38).
1"I Andrews got £100 for equipment (and £25 p.a. for chemicals); Marshall got £10 for "apparatus" (JB, IV, 346 (6 October 1835)). McDonnell got £50 for "plates and preparations" (ibid., 354 (17 November 1835)). Andrews' recurrent grant was reduced (to £15 p.a.), then abolished, "after 2 or 3 years" (ibid., VI, 210 (29 September 1849)).
1 Para 12 of the 1835 "Plan", op. cit., note 100 above. The first medical school in Belfast, 1835-1849 museum may have contained "a fair proportion of good specimens" as Drummond alleged.113 Students could also visit (price 6d.) the "extensive museum of the [Belfast] natural history society" within one minute's walk of Inst.114 Books were a greater problem. Neither Inst nor government would endow a library: gifts were solicited, but although nearly 4,000 titles were listed in the college and its department libraries in 1838, only some seventy-five were medical (including anatomy) and another thirty were on chemistry and natural history, and these were kept in separate cases in the main library, not in the medical buildings.115 In 1841 faculty drew up plans for an independent library, but to small avail:"1 the inadequacy of the medical library remained an embarrassment.
More successful was the supply of cadavers. To ensure adequate numbers Sir James Murray M.D., inspector of anatomy schools in Ireland under the Anatomy Act of 1832, physician-in-ordinary to the lord lieutenant, Lord Mulgrave, and a friend of Inst, was approached.'17 It was as well: the hospital committee "after stormy debate" first agreed to supply unclaimed bodies but then rescinded their decision. Drummond appealed to Murray who at once sent cadavers from Dublin, and met the long-term need by an order on the "Belfast Lunatic Asylum".118 By February 1836 the anatomy class was in "a most flourishing state" due to Murray's "promptitude".119 The unhelpful decision of the hospital, however, was more than a straw in the wind: rather it was a portent of increasing disharmony between Inst and the hospital and this was to influence Inst in its decision to develop its own teaching hospital, as we shall see. 
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Peter Froggatt four students who had 127 subject enrolments (in anatomy, midwifery, surgery, medicine, and chemistry), but of these only thirty-one were enrolled for clinical subjects, the remaining forty-three were enrolled for anatomy, chemistry, or both.120 Setting "partial enrolments" by some medical students against anatomy and/or chemistry enrolments by "arts" or "general" students, and acknowledging the incompleteness of the records, the number studying for the general medical certificate could be at least fifty--say) forty-five per cent of total subject enrolments, an estimate similar to that (fifty per cent) based on later evidence.12' On this basis some thirty "medical" students were enrolled for 1835-36 (sixty-nine relevant subject enrolments), some fifty (111 subject 
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The first medical school in Belfast, 1835-1849 the order of study of subjects being "recommended" and not obligatory: first yearanatomy, theory of physic, and surgery; second year-anatomy, surgery, practice of physic, chemistry, and botany; third year-anatomy, practice of physic, materia medica and pharmacy, midwifery and diseases of women and children, pathology, therapeutics; fourth year-anatomy, surgery, chemistry, comparative anatomy and natural history, and medical jurisprudence; with clinical lectures and hospital attendance over eighteen months in the final three years and attendance on twenty midwifery cases. Returns (to the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh) in 1837 show lectures in the six-month winter session as: anatomy-140 hours and 100 demonstrations; chemistry, surgery, midwifery, materia medica-100 hours each; natural history-sixty hours; botany-sixty hours during the four-month period 1 May to 31 August; and practical classes in anatomy, chemistry, midwifery, and pharmacy.'27 Henry MacCormac, on appointment to the joint chair of the theory and practice of physic in November 1837, gave five lectures each week; during the previous summer ad hoc lectures in "clinical medicine" by Little, Coffey, and Mateer had partially filled this gap.'28 Only Drummond (from 1835 to 1837) had an assistant-the popular James Saunders M.D.129 Bedside and dispensary teaching, and clinical lectures at least twice per week in each of medicine and surgery, were given at the hospital and dispensary by its staff formally independent of the teaching of Inst but since all the Inst professors (except Drummond) were by 1838 hospital staff members there was clearly defacto co-ordination. 130 Classes at Inst were time-tabled "at a suitable hour"-often 8.00 a.m., but in the summer Andrews took practical chemistry at 7.00 a.m.'3'
Lectures at the hospital were less systematic until Malcolm regularized them after 1846 (see page 264), and there was seemingly a student "clinical improvement society" for case discussion as early as 1840.132
Under the 1835 "Plan" each professor was to "examine" his pupils weekly (para 13); three faculty members were to examine students at the end of each session for the course "ticket"; students with adequate tickets "shall be entitled to demand" examination for the general medical certificate to be conducted by a court of examiners drawn from the convocation-style "Belfast Medical School"-which included nonfaculty members;88 and there were provisions for re-examination and the award of prizes. The format of the examination was viva voce and disputation on three separate days, but no thesis (sect. VI). It is not known how stringently these were enforced. I have found little relevant in the archives, but the certificate was awarded allegediy 127 to some 600 students, and examinations for course "tickets" were regularly held, often in the professor's house. Prizes were awarded and prize essays set, but again details are sparse.133 Aggregated fees were at least £45 for the syllabus per student plus (from 1836) three guineas to the hospital and one guinea for each of the two series of hospital lectures per session-say some £60 in all, comparable with most of the other provincial schools.114 No lecture notes have been discovered but we can deduce something of the teaching.13 The spectrum of cases was wide, covering, with "fever" cases (of which we know the treatment regimen in detail),136 medical and surgical cases, general dispensary experience, and specialist hospital teaching in midwifery, diseases of children, and ophthalmology.56130 Most of the teachers were graduates of Scottish schools, but Andrews also attended Trinity College, Dublin, between 1830 and 1834 and studied under Robert Graves and his school at the Meath Hospital,137 and had therefore experienced at first hand the bedside student involvement approach-the traditional "British" clinical method whereby students play an active role in patient examination and care-which Graves introduced in 1821 and which by the 1830s was influencing contemporary teaching methods generally.138 We may infer that the "Graves method" was prominent in Belfast though no doubt tempered with the more traditional methods of the interrogation of the patient by the physician with the replies recorded by the clinical clerk and repeated by him to the students en masse: the method Graves stigmatized as producing "a practitioner who has never practised".13 The best of the Scottish method was preserved-the keeping of casenotes, the teaching of physical signs, clinical diagnosis, post-mortem findings as correlates of clinical disease, the emphasis on the physical over the symptomatic, and practical instruction in surgical techniques. Only psychological medicine seems to have been neglected. The 
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The first medical school in Belfast, 1835-1849 After some early changes,7' the professoriate in 1837 (Drummond; William Mateer (botany); Little; Andrews; MacCormac; Robert Coffey (surgery); J. D. Marshall) was at worst competent, at best distinguished. As well as his books on botany,42 Drummond wrote (in 1845) an introductory text-book of anatomy and convincingly rebutted at least one critical review.142 Mateer's contributions to the literature were orthodox.143 Little was an energetic but uncircumspect author: his claims for the efficacy of iodine in consumption were extravagant by any standards.1," He later resigned and was replaced in the chair in 1839 by the uncommunicative but more orthodox Burden (page 263 below). Andrews was one of the foremost chemists of his day.135 Henry MacCormac, noted father of a famous son, was a man of learning and a prolific writer though of heterodox views: medicine, theology, philosophy, sociology, were all grist to his mill.45 His principal textbooks, Continued fever (1835)146 and the wide-ranging but unorganized Methodus medendi (I842),147 were reasonably well reviewed. Coffey and Marshall"48 wrote little, but the former was much loved as a teacher and his students presented him (26 April 1839) with an illuminated address now in my possession. Judged on these criteria, the medical students at Inst received sound teaching.
Two years after the medical school opened, and after much wrangling,"49 each of the chairs was endowed by government with £50 p.a. "less than the Boards requested
[£100]" and hardly "on such a scale as they [the joint boards] will consider at once liberal and judicious" as specified in the 1835 "Plan" (Para 11). This was the final imprimatur of government acceptance.
142 James L. Drummond, First steps to anatomy, London, John van Voorst, 1845 (2nd ed., 1846);
THE SEARCH FOR CLINICAL FACILITIES
The negotiations between Inst and the fever hospital in 1830-31 (pp. 246-247) had left unsolved the key questions ofjoint control of the school and of access to hospital patients by college professors ex officio: the convocation-style "Belfast Medical School" was only a partial answer to the first and none at all to the second. The medical professors-except Drummond-were, fortunately, either members of the hospital staff (Little; Coffey; MacCormac; Mateer) or shortly to be appointed (Andrews in 1837; Marshall in 1838) and could therefore teach at the hospital. Staff appointments, however, were annual; Inst professors held five-year contracts. Furthermore, appointment to the hospital staff required at least two years' prior practice in Belfast150 and was the ultimate goal of the dispensary doctors, and neither they nor the hospital proprietors would countenance Inst ex officio appointments."5' In Glasgow in the 1820s much acrimonious wrangling had produced stalemate, then defeat, for the university's attempted patronage of clinical lectureships at the Royal Infirmary,152 and problems of control were to be crucial in the English provincial schools when they sought conjunction with academic colleges later in the century. They were, however, encountered earlier in Belfast than in England, and a different solution was tried mainly because of the unique nature of the constitution and traditions of Inst.
There In the very week that the faculty first met (8 October 1835) the board of ordnance placed on the market a disused building complex adjacent to Inst: the familiar "old barracks" in Barrack Street, built in 1737 but now redundant. The complex contained two main two-storied buildings: the first, the barracks proper, set back from the street some 75 ft., brick-built and slated; and the officers' quarters fronting the street for some 65 ft. and 25 ft. deep. There was also a small guard house. The whole site'" 150 Rep. Fev. Hosp., 1826-27, p. 4 (resolution 11).
The first medical school in Belfast, 1835-1849 (156 ft. frontage and 130 ft. deep) was enclosed by a high wall with an iron-framed and sheeted double gate.
The joint boards saw in this the hand of a timely providence. 155 The property seemed heaven-sent: convenient, spacious, and seemingly assured of patients, since the fever hospital (100+ beds) was sorely over-stretched to meet the needs of the rapidly growing population of Belfast-now standing at some 60,000-especially with the frequent outbreaks of "fever".'56 They did not hesitate: without consulting their infant faculty of medicine they applied to government for a purchase grant, pressed the lord lieutenant on his providential visit to Inst the following week, and opened negotiations (through the veteran Dr. James McDonnell) with the board of ordnance agreeing a price of £1,750 of which government agreed to meet half.'57
The inevitable subscription committee was formed and the joint boards, never doubting success, planned a gate in the north-west corner of the north wall of Inst to be "of sufficient size to admit carts ... with materials [cadavers]", and which would halve the distance from the medical school to the old barracks.'58 Sixty Inst proprietors in May 1836 guaranteed a loan from the Belfast Bank for half (£875 plus five per cent interest) of the purchase price:'"5 the government moiety, however, was delayed and Inst did not obtain possession until 19 October, less than three weeks before the start of the much publicized 1836-37 session.'60
The fever hospital now watched developments closely and were prepared to "form a junction" with the proposed new hospital since this would be "highly valuable".''1 Inst now pushed ahead. The very week of receipt of the government moiety (on 10 October) the faculty inspected the old barracks. The south wing and half of the main building could be simply adapted, walls and windows would need repair, and "several rooms" could be made "immediately available for the reception of patients".'62 Within a fortnight an architect had reported, a project sub-committee had made site inspections, the joint boards had agreed the reports and put the work to tender; and within a further fortnight the contract was let for an immediate start.'63 All was bustle and enthusiasm.
Peter Froggatt
The repairs were sufficiently advanced by. March 1837 to allow an immediate medical presence: "some" of the professors would open "a dispensary" on the ground floor of the former officers' quarters and teach there one hour daily as "a preliminary step to the establishment of a hospital". Scrupulous relations were observed with the fever hospital: only Professors Little, Coffey, and Mateer "who were on the hospital staff and [therefore] entitled to prescribe for the poor in any part of the town" would attend.'" Events dictated the next step. "Fever" (mainly typhus), "almost unprecedented in severity", started in Belfast that very month (March 1837). Admissions to the fever hospital soon outran accommodation, and on 18 May the hospital committee sought emergency facilities in the old barracks. Inst saw in this further evidence of a benign providence-someone else would now pay to equip their hospital-and at once agreed: Andrews and Marshall, not yet on the hospital staff and so unburdened by emergency duty, were appointed "medical attendants"; other professors could look after their own overflow patients. 166 The fever hospital committee now took charge of repairs to the old barracks, equipped it as a 100-bed emergency hospital with "well-aired wards" at a cost of £451 1ls. Od. obtained through emergency grand jury presentments,166 supplied a "house-steward, nurses, and other servants", and on 2 June the first patients were admitted.167 Four days later the joint boards grandly christened this emergency unit "The Royal Institution Hospital"1668 (Inst had been designated "Royal" since 1831)-more familiarly "the College Hospital"-though colloquially it remained "the old barracks" until the end of its short days.
Within a fortnight 162 fever patients had been admitted; but after June demand declined, and the last patient and the last nurse were withdrawn and the last payment made on 1 November.167 Inst now showed its well-practised ingenuity and resource: it restarted its dispensary activities, encouraged Little to develop out-patient obstetric services,' 69and managed to keep the transferred furniture and equipment in the old barrack "in trust" towards any future re-opening.170 There was no money, however, to meet running costs,171 and despite all efforts the hospital stayed closed. There were flickers of hope. A charity-the Chapel Lane Dispensary-sought to move to the old barracks, but though allowing free rent Inst drove such a hard bargainpatients to be available for teaching, a faculty member to be appointed to the dis-The first medical school in Belfast, 1835-1849 pensary staff, dispensary appointments to be approved by the joint boards-that it fell through.172 More promising was a change governing the grand jury presentments: technically for the exclusive use of "fever" patients, they had been used by the fever hospital for general purposes, but from the spring assize of 1839 the law was to be strictly enforced.173 Faculty now saw a new chance to breathe life into their hospital: the "fever hospital" might have to become exclusively that; if funds could be raised the college hospital might become the Belfast "general" hospital after all.17' Inst, however, was nearly destitute:1171 the bank loan for the old barracks' purchase was still outstanding,175 and reluctantly they had to accept that this unique enterprisea coUege-owned and controlled teaching hospital and dispensary-was unviable.
Lack The enthusiasm and vigour which carried the medical school through its first few years despite financial problems, limaited facilities, and the college hospital fiasco, continued to flourish, but events not of the faculty's making were fast moving against it. The college base, no less, was collapsing: to near bankruptcy was now added the buffeting of the great schismatic storms in the presbyterian church within the synod of Ulster between the majority "subscriptionists" i.e., orthodox in that they subscribed to the Westminster confession of faith, and the minority "non-subscriptionists", many of whom professed Arian or unitarian beliefs then associated with more liberal social and educational ideals. Arians had always been prominent among the Inst staff and proprietors, which led to some distrust in orthodox circles, and in 1834 some divinity students were withdrawn from Inst on this account; but matters only leached a head in 1840 when the joint boards agreed that the two divinity professors endowed by the non-subscribing association should have seats on the faculty of arts even though only eight of 265 college students were of this persuasion. This split and finally destroyed collegiate Inst since the presbyterian church now decided to found its own college, which it did in 1853: more immediately the faculty of arts ceased to meet after January 1841 and no further general certificates in arts were awarded after 1840.183
The repercussions spread to the faculty of medicine and at a time of its declining fortunes: the joint boards had rejected the faculty's last appeal to reopen the college hospital;'76 the Union (workhouse) infirmary had just opened with six beds soon to become 100;183 the medical and surgical wards of the fever hospital, denied support from grand jury presentments, were coping from public charity ;'" a request for a second storey to be added (at £80) to the medical school had been turned down.'85 As against this catalogue, student enrolments continued buoyant-from about fifty in 1838-39 to eighty-four in 1845-46, with only a gradual decline thereafter, and the numbers attending the hospital were consistently at least thirty.122"186
The faculty minute book, however, evidences declining morale: minutes, never lavish, The first medical school in Belfast, 1835-1849 are now perfunctory or even missing; fines of one shilling are introduced for nonattendance and 2s. 6d. for failure to supply lecture lists; small debts have to be met by a levy on members ;187 of the thirty-nine faculty meetings held through 1840-42, ten transacted no business due to absence of a quorum or an agenda. There was, however, only one whisper of irregularity: Robert Little, professor of midwifery and diseases of women and children, without faculty approval, was awarding his class "lithographed certificates" in the elaborate form of a diploma covering both theoretical (his lectures at Inst) and practical midwifery (at his own private "lyingin hospital and dispensary for diseases of women and children and diseases of the chest" at 15 Castle Street) and not disabusing any student who believed he had an accredited certificate of Inst to practice midwifery even without "tickets" for other courses! Despite a spirited defence, Little, who ironically was dean of the faculty at the time, was severely reprehended by the joint boards and resigned, to be replaced by William Burden from the 1840 41 session.188
The medical buildings fell into disrepair: despite the repairs in October 1839189 a sub-committee of the joint boards in September 1843 found all the windows broken in the lecture theatre, the plaster fallen down, the railings and benches "torn down", and the enclosing wall unrepaired since it had been part "blown down in a gale". There was permanent damp due to a structural fault.'1°The professors complained at the poor facilities. MacCormac and Burden taught in a former divinity lecture theatre in the north wing "in very bad repair"; Coffey had either to share the anatomical lecture theatre with Drummond or use a north wing room because partitioning of the anatomical museum was delayed.191 The exuberance of the 1830s gave way to pessimism, and later mere routine, as the bailiffs approached. Cadavers College was unheard of.'97 Only one faculty meeting is recorded for each of the last two sessions (184748; 184849) and no minutes for the latter were written! Ironically, and perhaps from spite, the dying kick of the joint boards at the medical faculty was against its most distinguished professor. Andrews' duties as vice-president of The Queen's College, Belfast (since 30 December 1845) and his professional services with the fever hospital and workhouse infirmary, not to mention demand for his services as a visiting lecturer (he was a gold medallist of the Royal Society) had required his frequent absence from Inst: only after acrimonious correspondence was his resignation (from 1 May 1848) accepted and after that there was wrangling over the ownership of chemistry apparatus, most of which he had bought himself.'98 Also, ironically, clinical facilities were improving as the medical school declined. The new 600-bed fever hospital, opened in 1848 beside the Union (workhouse) infirmary, allowed more general patients, and therefore better clinical material, to be admitted to the fever (now "general") hospital where clinical teaching was exclusively conducted.'99 Andrew Malcolm was appointed to its staff in 1846 and at once set about reorganizing and revitalizing clinical teaching. The dispensary was reconstituted and became a comprehensive teaching covering curricula approved by the main licensing bodies. Pre-clinical teaching (anatomy, physiology, chemistry, physics, and botany) had started in 1818 within the (Royal) Belfast Academical Institution (Inst)-an independent autonomous body incorporated by act of parliament-but development was frustrated due mainly to withdrawal of the government grant from 1817 to 1829. In 1829 discussions opened with the 100+ bed Belfast Fever Hospital-which was giving independent clinical instruction -and in the next six years a pre-clinical "block" (three rooms) and botanical garden were built within Inst; a (small) museum and library collected; a procedure, set of rules, and comprehensive curriculum published; a four-year "general medical certificate" course established and recognized by the major professional bodies; and staff recruited (five professors) and students enrolled (about thirty) for the first session (1835-36). The Faculty of Medicine met for the first time on 8 October 1835.
No agreement, however, was reached with the hospital on joint machinery for curriculum control, composition of examining and appointing boards, clinical teaching arrangements, and hospital staff membership for Inst professors ex officio. Accordingly, Inst bought a nearby army barracks to convert to a 100+ bed "College Hospital" which they planned to staff and administer -a unique event in British medicine; but this proved beyond their resources and it served mainly as an overflow hospital during epidemics. A working accommodation was later reached with the Belfast Fever Hospital and the comprehensive course was preserved.
The peak years for the school were 1840-44: there were seven (part-time) professors (paid up to £150 p.a. plus student fees), assistants, and clinical lecturers; and with up to eighty students on course the school was among the largest in the United Kingdom. Internal dissent (in the Faculty of Arts in Inst), and a government decision (in 1845) not to make Inst the projected Queen's College, Belfast, but to build a new college (now The Queen's University, Belfast), led to decline. In 1849 the medical school closed. The staff were compensated or absorbed into the new Queen's College and students on course transferred. The Inst anatomy rooms were used by Queen's students until 1863. They still stand within the Institution which is now a grammar school for 1,100 day boys.
